This work presents a new class of models for detection technique of cells in gravure cylinder. We apply perceptrons network that belongs to a model of neural network to build up a sorting system of cells in gravure cylinder. Firstly, the cells images are gained in the images capturing device. We have applied the MATLAB image processing software to read the experiment images and histogram equalization. The edge of cells is extracted by using of Sobel operator and Canny operator. We use different thresholds and experimental sigma values that compare to experimental results. It is found that extraction using the Canny operator is better than Sobel operator. Canny edge extraction operator is best when the value of sigma is 16. According to the image used in this research to determine the standard cells carving the value of gaps d 0 equals 125, the value of dark tone s 0 equals 394, so its standard value of gaps and dark tone are d 0 ± 10 and s 0 ± 10. The value of gravure outlets gaps and dark tone are measured, while d and s is in the scope of standard range, which the output 1 of the cells determined to pass and the output 0 deemed to fail. Binarization images are obtained through adaptive threshold segmentation, which regards the value of gaps and dark tone as the characteristic value when they start to sorting. Finally, we classify the cells into two classes by using perceptrons network. The experimental results consider neural network model that produce properly sorting and gain true systematization consequences by use of perceptrons network.
INTRODUCTION
Gravure quality products depend largely on the quality of gravure cylinder. But at present, the vast majority of gravure manufacturing enterprises produced good gravure test sample cells by use of artificial or semi-automatic method 1 . This detection method is complexity and imprecise, which not promote the improvement of production quality. There is no research on the gravure deformation of cells detection in national. Machine vision inspection system is mainly used in the quality of printed matter rather than printing plates.
In abroad, studied on offset and gravure on the automatic detection system by Rafail Bronstein, Omer Karp, and Goldstein has been advanced by the United States Scitex Vision Technology Co. Ltd and proxy, which applied for the patent 2 . * Email Address: zyhhzf1998@163.com Based on machine vision sorting technology is mainly used in quality inspection of agricultural products [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Since 2000, the machine vision technology has also been applied to sorting timber, ore, chemicals and other products classification.
In this paper, we apply perceptrons network that belongs to a model of neural network to build up a sorting system of cells in gravure cylinder. The experimental results consider neural network model that produce properly sorting and gain true systematization consequences by use of perceptrons network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the system structure of computer-aided sorting system. Section 3 analyses the sorting system program. Section 4 gives the pattern recognition results aiming at the model of perceptrons network, and the results shows the effectiveness of proposed method. Finally, a brief summary are discussed in Section 5.
COMPUTER-AIDED SORTING SYSTEM
A computer-aided cells quality assessment and sorting system has two subsystems: a computer vision system and a cells handling system 9 . The computer vision system has two modules, namely the image processing module and the pattern recognition module. A typical computer vision system that can visually inspect cells, assess its quality and sort it may consist of an electromechanical cells handler. The computer vision system captures the image of the underlying cell and transmits it to an image processor. The processor, after processing the image, presents it to a pattern recognizer. Fig1 show computeraided sorting system processes. The first piece of cell information test image is read and displayed by use of MATLAB image processing software 10, 11 . The information is shown the Fig3. Binarization images are obtained through adaptive threshold segmentation. It is gotten by the programming in Matlab 14 . Binarization threshold is estimated by the histogram and it can be directly obtained by use of graythresh function. Binary image will be changed when we adjust the threshold. In this paper, we chose the threshold equal to 0.10. The value of gaps and dark tone are mainly tested object in the processing of the deformation cells of gravure cylinder. So they are the image feature value. The bright is 1, the other part is 0 in the detected edge image. By the detected edge image analysis shows that the value of dark tone corresponds to the image matrix of horizontal distance of two points. At first, there are highlights the location coordinates in the edge image, it is i and j, the jm is the largest horizontal coordinates, the js is the smallest horizontal coordinates. Hypothesis s is the value of dark tone and s is the difference with the js and jm. In addition to using the progressive test，the calculation of value of the gaps is the same as the dark tone. On the edge of the image all the columns of matrix of the first transverse are scanned that the results are no bright spots, then the second line are scanned, the value of r and c are get.
SIMULATION PATTERN RECOGNITION
According to the image used in this research to determine the standard cells carving gaps value of d 0 equal 125, the value of dark tone s 0 equal 394, so the standard range of are d 0 ± 10 and s 0 ± 10. The value of gravure outlets gaps and dark tone are measured, while d and s is in the scope of standard range, which the output 1 of the cells determined to pass and the output 0 deemed to have failed. The first piece of the original image runs the program which the result of z is 1, it is qualified. . Neuron model and the perceptron network are shown in Fig 11 and Fig 12. Where, n i is the i'th weighted neuron total inputs. a i is the i'th neuron output, i= 1,2,…,s. 
（3）
This function can be explained by mapping the input vector space. For example, the input vector r=2, for the selected weight w 1 ,w 2 and b, we are regard P 1 and P 2 as horizontal and vertical axis, respectively, which to draw the geometric locus of 
The role of the input vector P, the actual of A is calculated which to compare with the corresponding target vector T and check whether A is equal to T, then, to adjust the weights and bias according to the learning rules by use of the error amount. The right to recalculate the value of the network under the new input, the weight adjustment process is repeated when the network output vector A is equal to target output vector T or the number of training to achieve pre-set maximum by the end of training.
In this article, determine the input vector P, the target vector T, and determine the vector dimension and number of neurons: r, s and q. Firstly, we classify the cells in gravure cylinder according to the characteristic, namely, given the value of perceptron input vector P and the target output vector T. Fig14 can be seen to determine the location of the border. The simulation results show that gravure cells have been successfully sorted using perceptron neural network. This shows the validity of proposed method.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the main contents of cells in gravure cylinder are extract image feature value and sorting. We regard the machine vision as the theoretical basis for establishing the sorting system of cells in gravure cylinder. Firstly, the cells images are gained in the images capturing device. We have applied the MATLAB to read the experiment images and histogram equalization. The edge of cells is extracted by using of Sobel operator and Canny operator. The value of gravure outlets gaps and dark tone are measured, Binarization images are obtained through adaptive threshold segmentation, which regards the value of gaps and dark tone as the characteristic value when they start to sorting. Then we apply perceptrons network to classify the cells to two classes. The experimental results consider neural network model that produce properly sorting and gain true systematization consequences by use of perceptrons network.
